architectural – recessed

INSTALLATION:
KIDSTOWN USA | NEW YORK

PICTURED:
LR14 Series – 2X2

LR2T SERIES
• Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
• Twin architecturally-curved high transmission acrylic diffusers.
• Also available in 2x4.

LR5T SERIES
• Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
• Twin architecturally-squared high transmission acrylic diffusers.
• Also available in 2x4.

LR2 SERIES
• Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
• Architecturally-curved diffuser.
• DLC qualified product.
• Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.
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**LR4 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Small-scale rounded diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LR5 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared shape diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LR10 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Small-scale tear drop diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LR14 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Larger-scale rounded diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LR15 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape floating rounded diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.
**LR16W SERIES**

- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR25 SERIES**

- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Wider scale gently-curving high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR26 SERIES**

- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR102 SERIES**

- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-curved diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR105 SERIES**

- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.
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**LR125 SERIES**
- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Wider scale gently-curving high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR126 SERIES**
- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR202 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-curved shape diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR205 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared shape diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

**LR225 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Wider scale gently-curving high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.
LR226 SERIES

- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

LR302 SERIES

- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-curved shape diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

LR305 SERIES

- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared shape diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.

intelligent lighting

Mercury Lighting has partnered with the following Lighting Control Companies to offer the largest most comprehensive package of Intelligent LED Luminaires available anywhere.

Encelium | Enlighted | Magnum Energy Solutions | Philips | Wattstopper

LR2T-S SERIES

- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Twin-curved high transmission acrylic diffusers.
- Fitted with one of eight available sensing systems.
- Also available in 2x4.
LR5T-S SERIES
- Ultra-shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Twin-squared high transmission acrylic diffusers.
- Fitted with one of eight available sensing systems.
- Also available in 2x4.

LR202-S SERIES
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-curved high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Fitted with one of eight available sensing systems.
- Also available in 2x4.

LR205-S SERIES
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Fitted with one of eight available sensing systems.
- Also available in 2x4.

LR225-S SERIES
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Wider scale gently-curving high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Fitted with one of eight available sensing systems.
- Also available in 2x4.

LR226-S SERIES
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape high transmission acrylic diffuser.
- Fitted with one of eight available sensing systems.
- Also available in 2x4.
architectural – surface & wall

LW2 SERIES
- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-curved acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

LW3 SERIES
- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Flat snap-in style acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

INSTALLATION:
P.S. 446 | NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS

PICTURED:
LW25 Series (LEFT) & L65 Series (RIGHT)
**LW4 SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Small-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

**LW5 SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**LW10 SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Small-scale tear drop profile acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**LW14 SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Larger-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

**LW15 SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.
LW25 SERIES

• Wide profile linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Gently-curving high transmission acrylic diffuser.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

LW25 SERIES (MODULE)

• Small module linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Gently-curving, extra-wide high transmission acrylic diffuser.
• Available in 1Ft. nominal length module.

LW25W SERIES

• Wide profile linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Gently-curving high transmission acrylic diffuser.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

LW25W SERIES (MODULE)

• Small module linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Gently-curving, extra-wide high transmission acrylic diffuser.
• Available in 1Ft. nominal length module.

LW26 SERIES

• Wide profile linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Extra-wide high transmission acrylic diffuser.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.
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**LW45 SERIES**
- Wide form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Larger-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**LSE2 SERIES**
- Linear ambient LED luminaire with rugged strip light construction.
- Architecturally-curved acrylic diffuser.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**LSE45 SERIES**
- Linear ambient LED luminaire with rugged strip light construction.
- Larger-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**LC14 SERIES**
- Special application linear LED luminaire.
- Corner-designed profile.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

**surface**

**LW104 SERIES**
- Shallow and compact linear ambient/utility LED luminaire.
- Low profile clear acrylic prismatic diffuser.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. modules.
**LM2 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-curved shape diffuser.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LM5 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Architecturally-squared shape diffuser.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LM14 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Larger-scale rounded shape diffuser.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LM15 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Architectural hybrid-shape floating rounded diffuser.
- Also available in 1x4 and 2x4.

**LM25 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Wider scale gently-curving shape diffuser.
- Also available in 2x4.
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**LM31 SERIES**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Installs in drywall ceilings with a heavy gauge four-sided overlapping flange.
- Available in 1x4 module.

**LM34 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Hinged door frame encases an acrylic prismatic clear diffuser.
- Available in 2x2 module.

**LM35 SERIES**
- Surface module ambient LED luminaire.
- Hinged door frame encases an acrylic prismatic clear diffuser.
- Available in 2x4 module.

**recessed**

**LR31 SERIES-F**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Installs in drywall ceilings with a heavy gauge four-sided overlapping flange.
- Available in 1x4 module.

**LR31 SERIES-G**
- Shallow recessed LED luminaire for grid ceilings.
- Hinged door frame encases an acrylic prismatic clear diffuser.
- Available in 1x4 module.
**LR34 SERIES-F**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Installs in drywall ceilings with a heavy gauge four-sided overlapping flange.
- Available in 2x2 module.

**LR34 SERIES-G**
- Shallow recessed LED luminaire for grid ceilings.
- Hinged door frame encases an acrylic prismatic clear diffuser.
- Available in 2x2 module.

**LR35 SERIES-F**
- Shallow recessed ambient LED luminaire.
- Installs in drywall ceilings with a heavy gauge four-sided overlapping flange.
- Available in 2x4 module.

**LR35 SERIES-G**
- Shallow recessed LED luminaire for grid ceilings.
- Hinged door frame encases an acrylic prismatic clear diffuser.
- Available in 2x4 module.

**industrial**

**L60 SERIES**
- High Bay style linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Rounded profile acrylic diffuser sits behind the cross blades.
- Available in 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.
Mercury Lighting Products Co., Inc.

LHBT/R or S Series

- High Bay style linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Twin linear diffusers extruded from custom formulated high transmission acrylic material.
- Architecturally-curved or squared profiles as specified.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

LHBT Series

- High Bay style linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Ultra-thin thermally designed full body style housing.
- Open LED design maximizes available lumens and performance.
- If enclosed or diffused LED modules are required or desirable, see LHBT/R or LHBT/S series.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

Installation: SKI BARN | NEW JERSEY

Pictured: LW15 Series (LEFT) & LW4 Series with Side Reflector & Custom Color (RIGHT)
LI6 SERIES
• Industrial style linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Open LED modules maximizes lumen output
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

LW3 SERIES
• Shallow square profile linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Flat snap-in style acrylic diffuser with optional integral side reflectors.
• Aperture reflector available.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

LW4 SERIES
• Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Small-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser with optional integral side reflectors.
• Aperture reflector available.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

LW10 SERIES
• Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Small-scale tear drop profile acrylic diffuser with optional integral side reflectors.
• Aperture reflector available.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

LW14 SERIES
• Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
• Larger-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser with optional integral side reflectors.
• Aperture reflector available.
• DLC qualified product.
• Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.
**LS1 SERIES**

- Miniature profile linear LED light source fits easily into small confined spaces for direct or indirect cove and valence lighting.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

![LS1 SERIES Image](image1)

**LS2 SERIES**

- Miniature profile linear LED light source fits easily into small confined spaces for direct or indirect cove and valence lighting.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.

![LS2 SERIES Image](image2)

**LSA SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Small-scale rounded profile acrylic diffuser.
- Available standard 4Ft. nominal length modules. 2Ft. and 8Ft. nominal length modules on request.

![LSA SERIES Image](image3)

**LSV SERIES**

- Shallow form linear ambient LED luminaire.
- Small-scale rounded profile.
- DLC qualified product.
- Available in 4Ft. nominal length modules.

![LSV SERIES Image](image4)

**outdoor**

**L501 SERIES**

- Enclosed and gasketed wet location LED luminaire.
- Available in 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.
**stairwell**

**L455 SERIES**
- Motion sensing bi-level stairwell and passageway LED lighting system.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**L465 SERIES**
- Motion sensing bi-level stairwell and passageway LED lighting system.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**vandal-resistant**

**L65VP SERIES**
- Vandal-resistant linear ambient LED luminaire designed to withstand severe cases of vandalism and abuse.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**L50VP-W SERIES**
- Vandal-resistant linear ambient LED luminaire featuring an unbreakable polycarbonate drop-style diffuser.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**LW25W-VP SERIES**
- Vandal-resistant linear ambient LED luminaire featuring an unbreakable polycarbonate diffuser.
- Available 2Ft., 4Ft. or 8Ft. nominal length modules.
under-cabinet

**MUC5 SERIES**

- Miniature under-cabinet LED luminaire.

**L22 SERIES**

- Decorative LED wall luminaire.
- Rounded profile acrylic diffuser surrounds the LED light source.
- Designer-coordinate end caps in over ten different finishes.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**L23 SERIES**

- Decorative LED wall luminaire.
- Rounded profile acrylic diffuser surrounds the LED light source.
- Designer-coordinate end caps in over ten different finishes.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**L65 SERIES**

- Linear Utility LED Luminaire.
- Square profile works well for ceiling or wall mounted application.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.

**L68 SERIES**

- Decorative LED wall luminaire.
- Cloud-like smooth acrylic diffuser envelops the LED light source.
- Available in 2Ft. or 4Ft. nominal length modules.